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Abstract
In this note we consider the static output feedback linear quadratic control problem. We present both necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
under which this problem has a solution in case the involved cost depends only on the output and control variables.
This result is used to present both necessary and sufﬁcient conditions under which the corresponding linear quadratic differential game has
a Nash equilibrium in case the players use static output feedback control.
Another consequence of this result is that the conditions also provide sufﬁcient conditions for the static output stabilizability problem. Of
course, in case these conditions are not met this does not mean that the system is not stabilizable via static output feedback.
 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The so-called indeﬁnite, regular, zero-endpoint, inﬁnite-
horizon LQ (IRZILQ) problem of ﬁnding a control function




(xTQx + uTRu)dt, (1)
with Q = QT, R>0, and where the state variable x is the
solution of ˙ x =Ax +Bu, x(0)=x0 has been studied by many
authors (see e.g. Molinari, 1977; Trentelman & Willems, 1991;
Willems, 1971 or in a more general context Grabowski, 1993).
Here the class of control functions Us(x0) is deﬁned by
Us(x0) =
 
u ∈ L2,loc|J(x0,u)exists in





In van den Broek, Engwerda, and Schumacher (2003) the same
problem was studied under the assumption that the class of
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control functions Us(x0) consists of the set of stabilizing, time-
invariant state feedbacks, i.e. u = Fx where
F ∈ F := {F|A + BF is stable}.
Both necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for the existence of a
solution were studied in that paper and the relationship with
the (IRZILQ) problem elaborated.
However, often it is not possible or economically feasible to
measure all state variables in applications. The designer wants
to control the system based on the directly observed output
of the system. In this note we will generalize the above prob-
lem to the output feedback setting. That is, we consider the
system
˙ x(t)= Ax(t) + Bu(t), x(0) = x0, y(t) = Cx(t),
where x(t)is the unknown state variable, y(t)the observations
on the system, (A,B) is stabilizable, (C,A) is detectable and
matrix C has full row rank.Assuming that the matrices Q and R




yT(t)Qy(t) + uT(t)Ru(t)dt, (2)
where u(t)=Fy(t) and F ∈ F := {F | (A+BFC) ⊂ C−}.
The more general case where J(F) in (2) is replaced by
J(F) :=
  ∞
0 xT(t)Qx(t) + uT(t)Ru(t)dt has been alreadyAuthor's personal copy
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studied in literature by various authors (see e.g. Levine &
Athans, 1970; Rekasius, 1967; Zheng, 1989). However, both
necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for solving this output feed-
back control problem in its original form had not been pro-
vided. In Section 2, we show that for the restricted problem it
is possible to provide both necessary and sufﬁcient conditions.
This result can then immediately be used to formulate also
conditions under which the corresponding game problem has
a solution, which is performed in Section 3. Finally, Section 4
contains some concluding remarks.
2. The one-player case
Before we present the main result of this note, we ﬁrst in-
troduce some notation.
If X and Y are ﬁnite-dimensional vector spaces and D is an
open subset of X, we denote the derivative of a differentiable
map T : D → Y by T and the differential of T at x ∈ D
in the direction h by T(x;h).W eh a v eT(x;h) = T(x)h
(see e.g. Luenberger, 1969, Chapter 7). Partial derivatives and
differentials are denoted by i and i where the index refers to
the corresponding argument.
Furthermore, the next algebraic Riccati equation will play an
important role in the analysis below:
ATP + PA − PBR−1BTP + CTQC = 0. (3)
We have the following result:
Theorem 2.1. Assume that there exist P and F∗ such that X :=
P solves (3) with (A − BR−1BTX) ⊂ C− and R−1BTX =
−F∗C. Then minF J(F) exists for all x0 and is attained by
F = F∗. Moreover, J(F∗) = xT
0 Xx0.
Conversely, if minF∈F J(F)exists for all x0, then there exist
matrices X and F∗ such that P := X satisﬁes (3), (A −
BR−1BTX) ⊂ C− and R−1BTX =− F∗C.
























F(t)[ATX + XA+ CTQC + CTFTRFC

























From this it is clear that J(F)xT
0 Xx0 and that equality is
obtained by choosing F = F∗. Note that since C is full row
rank this choice is uniquely determined.
“⇐ part”: This part of the proof is based on a variational
argument. First, note that the set F is a nonempty open set.
Second, note that the smoothness of the coefﬁcients in a Lya-
punov equation is preserved by the solution of this equation
(see e.g. Lancaster & Rodman, 1995, Section 5.4), which im-
plies that J is differentiable with respect to F.N o w ,l e tF∗ ∈ F
be a minimum of J for each x0. Then, 2J(x0,F∗;F)=0 for






× e(A+BFC)t dtx0 (4)
=: xT
0 (F)x0. (5)
So in particular it follows that (F∗;F)= 0 for all incre-
ments F. Hence
(F∗) = 0. (6)
Next, introduce the map  : F × Rn×n → Rn×n by
(F,P) = (A + BFC)TP + P(A+ BFC)+ CTQC
+ CTFTRFC.
Using (4), (5) we have that











= (A + BFC)T(F) + (F)(A + BFC).
So, (F,(F)) = 0 for all F ∈ F. Taking the derivative of
this equality and applying the chain rule yields
1(F,(F)) + 2(F,(F))(F) = 0 for all F ∈ F.
Substituting F =F∗ in this equality, and using (6), shows that
1(F∗,(F∗)) = 0, or, equivalently,
1(F∗,(F∗);F)= 0 for all F. (7)
The differential of  with respect to its ﬁrst argument with
increment F is
1(F,P;F)= CTFT(BTP + RFC) + (PB + CTFTR)
FC.




Since C is full row rank, the above equality implies that
BT(F∗)+RF∗C=0,or,equivalently,F∗C=−R−1BT(F∗).
Now, since (F∗,(F∗)) = 0 and F ∈ F, we conclude that
X := (F∗) is the stabilizing solution of the ARE (3). Author's personal copy
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Remark 2.2. (1) Since matrix C is full row rank it follows
directlyfromTheorem2.1thatincasetheoptimizationproblem
has a solution, the optimal feedback is unique and given by
F∗ =− R−1BTXCT(CCT)−1.
(2) If matrix C is invertible the optimal feedback coincides
with the one that is obtained from the IRZILQ problem. For if
C is invertible, the observed variable y satisﬁes the differential
equation
˙ y(t)= CAC−1y(t)+ CBu(t).
So the optimal control minimizing J is: u∗(t) =− R−1BTCT
Xy(t), where X is the stabilizing solution of the algebraic
Riccati equation
(CAC−1)TX + XCAC−1 − XCBR−1BTCTX + Q.
With ˜ X := CTXC it is then easily veriﬁed that X satisﬁes the
above equation if and only if ˜ X satisﬁes the algebraic Ric-
cati equation (3). Furthermore it is obvious that u∗(t) can be
rewritten as u∗(t)=−R−1BTCT ˜ XC−1y(t), which is precisely
the optimal control from Theorem 2.1 (see item (1) of this
remark).
Remark 2.3. (1) In applications usually the solvability con-
dition for the output feedback problem has to be veriﬁed nu-
merically. So the question arises as to how one can verify in
a numerically reliable way the condition that some part of the
column space of the stabilizing solution X of the Riccati equa-
tion (3) is contained in some subspace. In general, this is a
difﬁcult problem. For that reason the question remains whether
it is possible to ﬁnd more directly veriﬁable conditions under
which the output feedback problem has a solution.
We will brieﬂy indicate two ways how one might proceed
numerically. However, it remains a topic for future research to
see whether there exist numerically more reliable procedures
to test the presented solvability condition.
The most simple and direct way is to calculate ﬁrst the sta-
bilizing solution X of (3), using e.g. Matlab (this step might
be preceded by a step in which one veriﬁes whether a stabiliz-
ing solution exists for this equation by verifying whether the
corresponding Hamiltonian matrix has a stable invariant graph
subspace). The next step is then to verify whether the set of
linear equations
R−1BTX =− FC (8)
has a solution F. One may either verify this directly (using e.g.
Matlab again) or by noting that, with G := I −CT(CCT)−1C,
(8) has a solution if and only if
GXBR−1 = 0o rGXB = 0. (9)
Another way one might proceed is by including the restriction
(8) directly in the LMI associated with (3). All solutions X of
(9) are: {L−G+GLBB+ | L ∈ Rn×n}. Here H+ is the Moore-
Penrose inverse of matrix H (see e.g.Abadir & Magnus, 2005).
Therefore the output feedback problem has a solution if and
only if the next LMI has a solution L such that X := L −
G+GLBB+ is symmetric and (A − BR−1BTX) ⊂ C− (see
e.g. Willems, 1971 for more details)
 




(2) In addition to point (1) notice that in case the conditions
of Theorem 2.1 are only approximately met, i.e. there exist P,
F∗, 1 and 2 (where the last two matrices are small) such that
ATP + PA − PBR−1BTP + CTQC = 1 and
R−1BTP =− F∗C + 2,
for an arbitrary static output feedback control u(t) = Fx(t)







− FT) − T
2]
× R[(F∗ − F)C− 2]+1)xF(t)}dt + xT
0 Xx0.
This can be veriﬁed similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. From
this it is clear that J(F)≈ xT
0 Xx0 and that equality is approx-
imately obtained by choosing F = F∗.
(3) If matrix B is invertible the computational efforts in ver-
ifying the existence of a solution can be reduced. In that case
the problem has a solution if and only if X =CTPCfor some
symmetric matrix P. Consequently the problem has a solution
if and only if there exists a symmetric matrix P such that
ATCTPC+ CTPCA− CTPCBR−1BTCTPC+ CTQC = 0
with (A − BR−1BTCTPC)⊂ C−. (10)
Since by assumption C is full row rank, this equation only has a
solution if the next ordinary Riccati equation (which dimension
is smaller) has the stabilizing solution P
(CCT)−1CATCTP + PCACT(CCT)−1
− PCBR−1BTCTP + Q = 0. (11)
So, by ﬁrst determining the stabilizing solution P from (11) and
next verifying whether this solution satisﬁes (10) calculation
speed can be improved.
Before we proceed with some examples we ﬁrst notice that
the output feedback problem has a solution if and only if using
any state and/or input transformation the corresponding output
feedback problem has a solution w.r.t. these new coordinates.
So, without loss of generality, one may assume e.g. (see Ex-
ample 2.4) that the system is posed in terms of its observable
canonical form.Author's personal copy
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Example 2.4. Consider the optimal control problem to ﬁnd the
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x(0) = x0, y(t) =[ 0···01 ]x(t), (12)
where a1  = 0 and (A,b) is stabilizable.
According to Theorem 2.1, with P := [pij] the stabilizing
solution of the algebraic Riccati equation (3), this problem has
a solution only if the next condition is satisﬁed
bTP =− f[0···01 ].
Using this, the algebraic Riccati equation (3) reduces to















Since the system is both stabilizable and observable this al-
gebraic Riccati equation has a positive deﬁnite solution (see,
e.g. Lancaster & Rodman, 1995, Proposition 16.2.8). Using
this, straightforward (but lengthy) induction arguments show
that the above equation has a solution only if ai >0,i > 1 and
pij = 0,i = j and pii = an−i+2pi−1i−1,i= 2,...,n. Con-
sequently, with bT := [bn,...,b 1] and p := p11,
bTP =[ bnpb n−1anp ··· b1a2 ···anp].
From this it is then easily veriﬁed that the output feedback
problem has a solution if and only if ai >0 and bi=0 for i>1.
Furthermore the appropriate output feedback gain f is in that
case









Finally, notice that not every SISO observable system can
be rewritten in the form (12). However, using a state trans-
formation S (where S is upper triangular with all its main
diagonal entries −a1 and all even subdiagonal entries zeros)
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C := [0···01 ],
into the form (12) under the assumption that a1  = 0.
Example 2.5. Assume Q>0. The output feedback problem













, C =[C1 0], with C1 invertible,








, where X1 is the stabilizing solution
of the algebraic Riccati equation
AT
11X1 + X1A11 − X1B1R−1BT
1 X1 + CT
1 QC1 = 0, (13)
it is easily veriﬁed that both (3) and the equation R−1BTX =















A2 invertible, >0 and (A11,B 1) stabilizable.








where X1 is the stabilizing solution of (13) again and X3 =
AT
2X1A2, both (3) and the equation R−1BTX =−FChave a
solution. Furthermore, the property that Acl := A−BR−1BTX
is a stable matrix follows by noticing that the inertia of ma-









,coincide with those of
A−1
2 A−1
cl A2 ∪ Acl, from which the claim is obvious.
(iii) The output feedback problem has no solution if (A,B)
is stabilizable, (C
√
Q,A) observable and CB = 0.
This follows since the stabilizing solution, X, of (3) is
positive deﬁnite under these assumptions (see Lancaster &
Rodman, 1995, Proposition16.2.8). Therefore BTXB >0.
However, if an output feedback solution exists, then it follows
that −R−1BTXB = FCB= 0. That is, BTXB = 0.
Example 2.6. This example provides a case where a feedback
which is simultaneously optimal for all initial states does not
exist, though for every initial state there exists an optimal feed-
back (depending on the initial state).
Considertheoptimalcontrolproblemtoﬁndforaﬁxedinitial

















x(0) = x0, y(t) =[ 10 ]x(t).
Notice that this system is not controllable. Now, let P =[ pij]
be a corresponding solution of (3) with this problem. SinceAuthor's personal copy
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Fig. 1. Optimal f as a function of the angle  for Example 2.4.
[10 ]P =− f[10 ] should hold it follows that p12 = 0. Using
this it follows then by an elementary spelling of (3) that it does
not have a solution. So this control problem does not have an
output feedback which is optimal for every initial state.
Let x(t) =: [x1(t) x2(t)]T and x0 =: [	 ]. Elementary cal-










e−2t,f  =− 1;
e−2t + 	te−2t,f =− 1.
Therefore, for f  =− 1,




1(t)dt =− (1 + f 2)
×
 
((f + 1) + 	)2
2(f + 1)2(f − 1)
−
2	((f + 1) + 	)






−(1 + f 2)
4(f − 1)(f − 3)
[22(f − 1) − (2 + 	)2].
Whereas J(−1) = 2[1
4 2 + 1
8	 + 1
32	2].
From this it follows in particular that J(f)is differentiable
on (−∞,1). Straightforward differentiation yields then that,
with 









Obviously, J (f) is continuous on (−∞,1). Furthermore it
is clear that limf→−∞J (f)<0, whereas limf↑1J (f)>0.
So, J(f) has a global minimum on (−∞,1). Furthermore it
can be veriﬁed, using e.g. a numerical symbolic toolbox, that
the location where this minimum is attained depends on the
choice of 
, that is on x0. Using polar coordinates we plotted in
Fig. 1 the optimal f as a function of the angle . Since J (f)
only depends on 
 it is clear that the optimal f does not depend
on the radius r in this example.
Remark 2.7. The fact that in the previous example the op-
timal f is the same for every initial state on a line through
the origin is not a coincidence. This property holds in gen-




FTRF)e(A+BFC)t dtx0 then, obviously, it also minimizes
J(F,x0) = 2J(F,x0).
Finally, the next example shows (see also Trentelman, 1989)
that there also exist cases where the problem has no solution
for every initial state (even though J(f)has an inﬁmum).
Example 2.8. Consider the optimal control problem to ﬁnd for





where u(t) = fy(t) with f ∈ F, subject to the system
˙ x(t)=− x(t)+ u(t), x(0) = x0, y(t) = x(t).
Straightforward calculations show that


















Since F={f | f<1} it is clear from the last equality that, for
x0  = 0, J(f)has not a minimum in F, although the inﬁmum
exists for any such initial state and is −x2
0.
Since the cost function promotes large values of y, whereas
on the other hand the controller is constrained to be stabilizing
the outcome of this example is not surprising.
3. An application to LQ differential games
In this section we use the equivalence result from Theorem
2.1 to characterize output feedback Nash equilibria in inﬁnite-
horizon LQ differential games.
The following notation will be used. For an N-tuple ˆ F =
( ˆ F1,..., ˆ FN) ∈ 1×···×N for given sets i, we shall write
ˆ F−i() = ( ˆ F1,..., ˆ Fi−1,, ˆ Fi+1,..., ˆ FN)with  ∈ i.
Consider the cost function of player i deﬁned by












with uj =Fjyj for j =1,...,N, and where x is generated by
˙ x(t)= Ax(t) +
N  
j=1
Bjuj(t) x(0) = x0 and yi(t) = Cix(t).Author's personal copy
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Assume that Qi is symmetric, Rii is positive deﬁnite, Ci is full




















This last assumption spoils the rectangular structure of the
strategy spaces, i.e. choices of feedback matrices cannot be
made independently. However, such a restriction is motivated
by the fact that closed-loop stability is usually a common
objective.
In our setting the concept of an output feedback Nash equi-
librium is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.1. An N-tuple ˆ F = ( ˆ F1,..., ˆ FN) ∈ FN is called
an output feedback Nash equilibrium if for all i the following
inequality holds:
Ji(x0, ˆ F)Ji(x0, ˆ F−i())
for each x0 and for each matrix  such that ˆ F−i() ∈ FN.
Next, consider the set of coupled algebraic Riccati equations:




















j Xj + CT
i QiCi = 0,
i = 1,...,N. (15)
A stabilizing solution of (15) is an N-tuple (X1,...,X N) of
real symmetric n × n matrices satisfying (15) such that A −  N
j=1 BjR−1
jj BT
j Xj is stable. In contrast to the stabilizing so-
lution of (3), stabilizing solutions of (15) are not necessarily
unique (see e.g. Engwerda, 2005). The next theorem states that
output feedback Nash equilibria are completely characterized
by stabilizing solutions of (15) satisfying some important con-
straint. Its proof follows directly from Theorem 2.1 (see also
the proof of Engwerda, 2005, Theorem 8.5).
Theorem 3.2. Let (X1,...,X N) be a stabilizing solution of
(15) and (F1,...,F N) be such that R−1
ii BT
i Xi =−FiCi for i=
1,...,N. Then (F1,...,F N) is an output feedback Nash equi-
librium.Conversely,if(F1,...,F N)isanoutputfeedbackNash
equilibrium, there exists a stabilizing solution (X1,...,X N) of
(15) and (F1,...,F N) such that R−1
ii BT
i Xi =− FiCi.
Furthermore, if the game has an output feedback Nash equi-
librium with this equilibrium the corresponding cost for player
ii sJi(x0, ˆ F)= xT
0 Xix0.
4. Concluding remarks
In this note we considered the LQ static output feedback
problem for a special type of cost functional. The cost function
is special in the sense that apart from the controls just the
observed output variables are taken into account. Following the
analysis of van den Broek et al. (2003) (see also Engwerda,
2005) we derived both necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for
this problem under which there exists a solution.
The conditions under which a solution exists are in general
rather strict. That is, in general a static output feedback control
that will be optimal for every initial state will not exist. We il-
lustrated this in some examples. Moreover, we showed in an
example that in case for all initial states the same output feed-
back is not optimal it may still be possible that for every ini-
tial state there exists an optimal (initial state dependent) output
feedback.
The existence conditions for a solution of the problem are
stated in terms of the stabilizing solution of an algebraic Riccati
equation. An open problem that remains is to ﬁnd conditions
on the system parameters under which one can directly verify
(without ﬁrst calculating the solution of this Riccati equation)
whether the problem will have a solution.
Finally, the one-player result was used to ﬁnd both necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions for the existence of an output feed-
back Nash equilibrium. The presented conditions are phrased
in terms of the existence of a stabilizing solution of a set of
coupled algebraic Riccati equation. Like in the full state ob-
servation case it remains in particular an open question under
which conditions this set of equations will have a unique sta-
bilizing solution.
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